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Book Outline

How did women achieve de facto representation of shared interests upon de jure entry to the elec-
torate? This book challenges dominant accounts in political science that assume a near ‘automatic’
link between suffrage and representation. Uncovering the complexities in the realization of women’s
representation, this book documents how social movements facilitate political responsiveness to
newly enfranchised groups. Newly enfranchised women faced a plethora of logistic, social and po-
litical barriers to voting, and the socio-economic, racial and partisan heterogeneities within the
group further impeded the development of women as a distinct political group. Yet a disengaged
electorate with latently distinct preferences would hardly seem worthwhile for politicians to engage.
If there is no political demand, the costs of supplying latent preferences of an otherwise disengaged,
heterogeneous, electorate would seem too high.

Through the analysis of original micro-level data on suffragists’ character, strength and activ-
ities, women’s voting behavior, party manifestos and politicians’ legislative behavior in the U.S.,
Norway and Chile, this book undertakes the puzzle of how did newly enfranchised women overcome
barriers to their own representation and become a distinct, politically salient group that made it
worthwhile for politicians to engage with politically. By doing so, this book proposes that suffrage
movements facilitated the development of politically salient group identities, thus enabling political
responsiveness to women’s group interests. The suffrage movement, operating in different institu-
tional contexts, helped to define women’s shared interests, raised women’s consciousness and to
create a politically engaged electorate with manifested shared preferences. This incentivized politi-
cians to politically engage women on shared preferences, thus representing their interests in the
legislatures.

By carefully unpacking the pathways from suffrage to representation, this book provides an
explanation for why women’s shared interests are sometimes not represented in legislatures and
why political responsiveness to women’s interests is not always sustained over time. By doing
so, this book makes a theoretical contribution to our understanding of how social groups achieve
representation of shared interests.
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Chapter Outline

The book is structured as follows: In the first chapter, I present the puzzle of women’s representa-
tion upon enfranchisement and highlight the limitations of extant research in explaining why having
access to the polling booth sometimes does not improve the representation of women’s agenda in
parliaments. In the second chapter, I theorize that political responsiveness to women’s shared inter-
ests is conditional on the strength of the suffrage movement and propose two channels (top-down
and bottom-up), shaped by the type of electoral system, through which organized interests facilitate
the realization of substantive representation. In the third chapter, I present the four cases in three
countries (U.S., Norway and Chile), selected based on the type of electoral systems and the corre-
sponding character of the suffrage movement. In the fourth chapter, I show how suffragists defined
women’s interests and therefore enabled the crystallization of women’s issues, bearing in mind dis-
tinct institutional contexts of electoral systems. In the fifth chapter, I present empirical evidence
that is consistent with the proposition that suffragists concentrated efforts to electorally advantageous
localities under relevant electoral systems. In chapters 6 & 7, I present empirical evidence that is
consistent with the proposition that suffragists facilitate women’s mobilization on shared interests
through both channels (top-down and bottom-up). In chapter 8, I present empirical evidence that
is consistent with the proposition that political responsiveness to women’s preferences was shaped by
suffragists’ strength. In chapter 9, I present the key findings of this book and its implications for the
representation of women’s interests today.

Chapter 1. Introducing the Puzzle.
In the first chapter, I present the key puzzle of the book of how did women secure de facto represen-
tation of shared interests upon enfranchisement. By presenting several examples of women’s limited
influence in politics across time and space, I shed light on the difficulties in linking women’s formal
inclusion in politics with an ‘automatic’ improvement in the representation of women’s interests. I
then set the agenda of the book as an enquiry into the conditions under which newly enfranchised
women successfully secured the representation of shared interests and highlight the importance of
thinking about the actors that facilitate the realization of women’s representation within distinct
institutional contexts.

Chapter 2. Theorizing the Roots of Women’s Representation After the Vote
This chapter develops a theoretical framework for the role of organized interests in political re-
sponsiveness to group interests in legislatures. First, organized interests help social groups to
define shared interests, raise group consciousness, provide political information on shared issues
and therefore generate the groups’ capacity to mobilize on shared interests (bottom-up). Second,
the engagement of organized interests ‘on the ground’ generates an informed, mobilized pool of
voters, which reduces costs of political mobilization (top-down). Both channels are especially rele-
vant for newly enfranchised groups whose access to political resources was historically limited, thus
decreasing political engagement of group members, and increasing the costs of their mobilization
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on shared agendas. Suffragists’ character - strategies and corresponding activities - however, are
shaped by electoral incentives under different electoral systems. Organized interests under systems
with SMD develop non-partisan strategies and concentrate their efforts into competitive districts.
In systems with PR, on the other hand, party strength warrants suffragists’ alignment with political
parties rather than politicians, and the concentration of their efforts into partisan strongholds. The
type of electoral system thus shapes politician’s responsiveness to women’s interests via suffragists’
strength.

Chapter 3. Getting to know the Cases
Before proceeding to the empirical chapters, this chapter (i) builds the case for the comparative
study of U.S., Norway and Chile and (ii) contextualizes each case in regards to two relevant factors:
electoral systems and the character of the suffrage movement (see Table 1). Given that Norway
adopted PR shortly after women’s enfranchisement, the analysis effectively covers four cases, two
under SMD (U.S. and Norway before 1920) and two under PR (Chile and Norway after 1921).
The three countries also adopted women’s suffrage reform of different types and at different time
periods and the character of the suffrage movement also varied with respect to its (i) relationship
with parties and (ii) the level of fragmentation. This setting allows for (i) a comparison across cases
with respect to electoral systems, (ii) a comparison within each case with respect to strength of
suffrage movements, and (iii) within one case over time (Norway). The diversity of selected cases
also allows for a conservative test of my argument that provides the strongest basis for generalization
(Seawright and Gerring 2008), while being able to implement strong within-country designs that
provide a good basis for internally valid inferences.

Table 1: Case Selection

Case Suffrage El. System - Legislature Suffrage Movement
U.S. 1920 (federal) SMD, plurality unified, non-partisan

Norway 1907 (wealthy), 1913 (all) SMD, majority (-1920) split by class, non-partisanNorway PR (1921-)
Chile 1934 (failed), 1949 PR fragmented, partly partisan

Chapter 4. Issues or Parties? Suffragists and Women’s Interests.
In the first empirical chapter, I explore (i) the role of suffragists in defining women’s shared prefer-
ences as a group and (ii) provide empirical evidence for the role of suffragists in the crystallization
of women’s issues upon women’s enfranchisement, as shaped by electoral systems.

Given that politicians had little incentive to directly address women’s concerns prior to suffrage,
women’s issues at the time of suffrage were mostly un-crystallized, in a sense of not being taken up by
parties and politicians (Phillips 1995, Mansbridge 1999). In a context where women’s descriptive
representation is virtually absent, women’s groups thus had a window of opportunity to become
the prime agents in the crystallization of women’s issues. Even in institutional contexts where
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suffragists were incentivized to align with political parties, the nature of women’s interests was
defined by suffragists in terms of issues deemed to be of particular relevance to women.

In exploring the role of suffragists in issue crystallization under different types of electoral sys-
tems, I utilize various qualitative sources, such as suffragists internal documents and distributing
material, which allow me to identify the type of issues suffragists, directly or indirectly, deemed to
be of concern to women. In the second half of the chapter, I then utilize original data from histori-
cal party manifestos and legislative votes (roll calls), and show that women’s issues, as defined by
suffragists, were (i) rarely represented before suffrage, (ii) cut across the partisan spectrum upon
enfranchisement, especially in systems with single member districts, and (iii) were absorbed by some
parties more than others, especially in PR systems.

Chapter 5. Strategies or Resources? Uncovering the Sources of Suffragists’ Strength.
In the second empirical chapter, I explore (i) how the electoral system shapes suffragists’ strate-
gies and (ii) provide evidence in support of a strategic concentration of suffragists activities into
electorally advantageous localities.

Despite the presence of national suffrage organizations, local suffragists’ machineries were often
concentrated into fewer localities across the country. Similarly, suffragists activities, such as can-
vassing for a suffrage petition, organizing a suffrage protest or efforts to mobilize women into the
movement, were typically concentrated into yet fewer localities. On the one hand, the geographical
concentration of suffragists may reflect access to organizational, personal and financial resources in
ideologically aligned localities. On the other hand, suffragists, much like politicians, operate within
budget constraints and have an incentive to concentrate their efforts to maximize returns.

In exploring the determinants of suffragists’ strength, I exploit original data that tracks relevant
activities of suffragists at the local level. Using this data, I explore the correlates of suffragists’
strength and show that suffragists’ activities, but also largely presence, is consistent with strategic
motivations. In systems with single member districts, suffragists’s strength was greater in compet-
itive districts, especially with conservative, anti-suffrage, incumbents.

Chapter 6. Women’s Turnout and Suffragists: When do Women Vote?
In the third empirical chapter, I explore (i) the determinants of women’s turnout with respect
to men’s (gender turnout gap) upon enfranchisement and (ii) provide evidence in support of the
intersecting role of the electoral systems and the suffrage movements for women’s mobilization.

While newly enfranchised women mostly voted in fewer numbers than men, the size of the gender
turnout gap varied significantly across localities within countries. On the one hand, politicians may
have had an incentive to capitalize on the influx of the new votes and mobilize new women voters
into their respective parties. On the other hand, the cost of mobilization of the new women voters is
likely to be higher than that of men, which may incentivize politicians to concentrate mobilization
efforts of women to localities where the suffrage movement reduced the costs of doing so.

In oder to identify the determinants of women’s mobilization with respect to men’s (gender
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turnout gap), I exploit an original micro-level data set of election returns separated by sex in
Norway and Chile, where the actual women’s and men’s turnout can be uncovered. In the U.S, I
estimate women’s and men’s turnout using ecological inference techniques. I correlate the size of
the gender turnout gap after suffrage with the strength of the suffrage movement prior to suffrage
and provide evidence that is consistent with suffragists’ facilitation of women’s mobilization. I then
exploit Norway’s implementation of PR shortly after women’s suffrage and explore whether the
reform shaped the relationship between earlier suffrage movement strength and the gender turnout
gap.

Chapter 7. Women’s Vote and Suffragists: How do Women Vote?
In the fourth empirical chapter I explore the (i) determinants of women’s vote choice with respect
to men’s (gender voting gap) upon enfranchisement, and (ii) provide evidence in support of the
intersecting role of the electoral systems and suffrage movements for women’s mobilization on shared
interests.

While suffragists facilitated the mobilization of women upon enfranchisement, as I show in
previous chapter, the question remains as to whether this also helped women to coordinate electorally
on shared issues. On the one hand, suffragist strength may facilitate women’s turnout without
shaping women’s political demands for group interests. On the other hand, suffragists strength may
facilitate the mobilization of women on shared issues, thus facilitating politician’s responsiveness to
women’s group interests.

In order to identify the determinants of women’s issue preferences with respect to men’s (gender
voting gap), I exploit an original micro-level data set of election returns separated by sex in Chile,
where I can uncover actual vote preferences of women and men. In the U.S. and Norway, I estimate
women’s and men’s vote choice using ecological inference techniques. I then correlate the size of the
gender gap after suffrage with the strength of the suffrage movement and provide evidence that is
consistent with suffragists’ facilitation of women’s mobilization on shared interests. I then exploit
Norway’s implementation of PR shortly after women’s suffrage and explore whether the reform
shaped the relationship between earlier suffrage movement strength and the gender voting gap.

Chapter 8. Politicians and Suffragists: Who Responds to Women’s Interests?
In the last empirical chapter, I explore (i) when do politicians and parties respond to women’s
issues, and (ii) provide evidence for how suffragists, operating in different electoral systems, helped
to mediate political responsiveness to women’s interests.

The dominant explanation for politicians’ ideological shifts in legislatures follows a simple Down-
sian logic, where inter-party competition spurs an ‘automatic’ response from politicians and parties
across the ideological spectrum. In this account, women’s agenda is adopted upon enfranchisement
regardless of suffragists presence and electoral systems. Yet some politicians and some parties were
more responsive to women’s interests than others. On the one hand, ideologically aligned politi-
cians and parties who supported suffrage may have seized the opportunity to promote long-ignored
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but favorable progressive agendas regardless of suffragists or women voters. On the other hand,
politicians or parties who opposed women’s agenda and were strongly against suffrage could have
been incentivized electorally to abandon their conservative, anti-women, crusades, where suffragists’
influence facilitated the mobilization of women on shared interests.

In exploring the determinants of politicians’ responsiveness to women group interests, I utilize
data on voting records in legislatures and party manifestos to identify the ideological shifts on
women’s issues before and after suffrage. I then identify pathways towards representation of women’s
interests in legislatures by exploring whether pro-women ideological shifts correspond with (i) the
character, strategies and activities of suffrage movements, and (iii) the type of electoral systems.

Chapter 9. Discussion: From Past to Present.
The final chapter presents the key contributions of the book in our understanding of how women
achieved representation of group interests upon enfranchisement. Bringing together women’s voting
behavior, activities and character of suffragists, and politicians; strategic incentives, all operating
in different electoral systems, I argue for a more refined understanding of the pathways towards
representation. While enfranchisement takes away women’s formal exclusion, and is a necessary
precursor to women’s representation, democratization through suffrage enlargements may not be
sufficient to secure political responsiveness to women’s shared interests.

In the second part of the concluding chapter, I discuss how this book sheds light on broader ques-
tions of women’s representation today. In doing so, I propose that, despite the obvious differences in
contexts, the electoral incentives of politicians and organized interests should be shaped by similar
factors, such as politicians’ and organized interests’ electoral incentives within given institutional
frameworks. Consequently, the pathways towards women’s representation upon enfranchisement
illuminate the mechanisms under which politicians address women’s issues today, and under which
efforts to remove barriers to women’s electoral participation are likely to foster women’s agenda.
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